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of the capsule has occurred, causing an increase in the albumin of the
aqueous.
(v) Dislocation of the lens, pushing the root of the iris forward Dislocation
towards the cornea.	»//*«»
(vi) Intra-ocular tumour. In this event the cause of the rise of pressure Tumour
is frequently obscure, but in some cases it seems to be associated with
a blocking either of the angle of the anterior chamber or of the \enous
outflow from the eye.
(vii) Intra-ocular haemorrhage, in which again the cause of the Haemorrhage
increased tension is frequently obscure but to some extent may be due
to an increase in the colloid content of the intra-ocular fluid.
(2)—Treatment
The treatment should be directed to the causal condition. If this can
be controlled, the rise of tension frequently subsides. For example, an
iridocyclitis should be treated, and often in this event the beneficial
effects of atropine on the cause of the inflammation will reduce the
tension. An intumescent lens should be removed, and if mechanical
obstructions to the intra-ocular fluid exist these should be corrected,
an iris bombd by an iridotomy or an iridectomy, anterior synechiae by
cutting them, and so on. If, in spite of this, the tension still remains high,
causing pain or diminution of vision, operation directed to its relief
is advisable. The type of operation varies with the condition which is
present, but as a rule a wide iridectomy or a trephining meets the case.
4-PRIMARY GLAUCOMA
(1)—Aetiology
565.] Primary glaucoma is a common disease, occurring essentially in incidence
elderly persons, particularly those of a nervous temperament. When it
occurs in earlier life there is usually an hereditary element. It is commoner
in women than in men and is equally prevalent in all grades of society,
being apparently independent of hygienic conditions. A most important
fact is that it is almost invariably bilateral, attacking, as a rule, one eye
first. The second eye, even although apparently normal, should always
be viewed with suspicion and carefully observed as a glaucoma suspect.
Despite an enormous amount of research, the cause of primary Came
glaucoma is unknown. It is obvious that it involves some upset of the
physiological conditions which control the maintenance and variation Physiological
of the intra-ocular pressure, and so long as these physiological processes imbalance
are not certainly known their pathological aberrations must remain
obscure.
The most recent researches on the pressure equilibrium of the eye
suggest that the intra-ocular fluids are in equilibrium with the capillary
blood, being formed in the main as a dialysate from them (Duke-Elder, Relation to
1927); it follows that the intra-ocular pressure is maintained at the level c£$lodm y
of the hydrostatic pressure in the capillaries less the difference between pressure
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